In her 2011 essay on language, Zsuzsi Gartner cites the late prose magician Donald Barthelme as claiming: "One of the properties of language is its ability to generate sentences that have never been heard before" (2) . That, of course, is precisely what poets strive to do. Dante said poets strive to say that which was never said before by anyone (quello che mai fue datto d'alcuna) (3, p. 204) . When unthinkable and impossible things are about to happen, the human spirit pains to hear what it has never heard before. That is why I centre this editorial on the thoughts of Nobel laureate Elias Canetti. He was a towering master of writing sentences about death, "impossible" sentences, that had never been written before. These sentences sprang from his implacable hatred of death.
Editorial Continuity
I write this editorial in continuity with the Journal's last editorial, When the Unthinkable Threatens (4). This continuity extends along three strands.
The first strand pursues the leading thought of the last editorial, namely Erwin Schrödinger 's thought: "Thus the task is...to think what no one has yet thought, about that which everybody sees" (5) . Elias Canetti was a genius in thinking what very few have ever thought so piercingly and so cliché-shattering about death, the universal event so obvious to the human eye.
As did the last editorial, this one also -a second strand of continuity -emphasizes the incomprehensibility of death, but the emphasis here has the Canetti twist of leaping over death's incomprehensibility to engage in active resistance to death.
Uncertainty is the third strand of continuity. In the last editorial, death, the unknowable, leaves us all in a deep, enduring uncertainty. We may come to believe quite different things about death, some uplifting, others dejecting for the human spirit. Ultimately, though, we really do not know whether or not death brings all of us, both human beings and all living creatures, to irrevocable extinction. In this editorial, I try to keep step with Canetti as he thought, wrote, lived, and died in uncertainty. He insisted: "Uncertainty ought to be the true province of thought. The mind should ask its questions in uncertainty; brood in uncertainty; despair in uncertainty" (1, p. 54).
I now try to keep step with this resistance fighter against death as he pursues the object of his hatred through 30 years of living, thinking, and fighting with himself. He regarded this as a high achievement "even if no one else ever finds out about it" (1, p. 245). I write this editorial so that others may find out about it; also because I believe the voices of palliative care are thin and weak if they do not echo, amongst other songs, an air or strain of Canetti's hatred of death.
The Resistance Fighter... Canetti cites Etienne de Sénancour's words when defining his stance against death: "Man is perishable. That may be; but let us die in resistance, and, if nothingness lies ahead, let us not act as if it were just" (6, p. 203). He does not rise in resistance against a death routinized and purified of its terrible horror. "I want death to be earnest, I want death to be dreadful and most dreadful where only nothingness is to be dreaded" (1, p.56).
Resistance against this death needs a sustained, unending passion. "The lament for the dead aims at reanimation, that is its passion. The lament is to last until it succeeds. But it stops too soon; not enough passion" (1, p. 192 ). This resistance fighter is free of arrogance and prone to self-doubt "for I always know too well that I have not succeeded in doing anything against death" (1, p. 193 ).
... At the Wailing Wall
This resistance fighter hates every man's death like his own. He has found the right place to conduct his resistance, the wailing wall, but not just any wailing wall: "There is a wailing wall of humanity, and that is where I stand." A wailing wall of humanity to cry, and to cry out resistance against death, against the death of all living creatures, not only against the death of human beings. At this wailing wall of humanity Canetti asks, "And what is the original sin of animals? Why do animals suffer death?" (1, p. 32) It is only our enduring ignorance that may motivate us to exclude animals from life's bold hatred of death (1, p. 22) . In his hatred of death this resistance fighter sees the deep union between animals and human beings: "With growing knowledge, animals will come closer and closer to human beings. When they are once more as close as in the most ancient myths, there will be no animals" (1, p. 34).
...Seeking Fellow Witnesses
This resistance fighter has sought and has found little genuine hatred of death in the literature handed down to us. He is seeking evidence in that literature that he is not alone in his defiance of death. "I am not seeking allies, I am seeking other witnesses. For would it not be dreadful if my own hard, unshakable stance against death could be psychologically 'explained away', as though it came solely from the special conditions of my own life and were therefore valid solely for myself?" (1, p. 244) Will he find these witnesses among the doctors who see death nearly every day? He admits that doctors see deaths and grow more accustomed to them than other people do. And he knows that "the greatest strain in life is not getting accus-tomed to death" (1, p. 236 ). Yet he seeks physicians who draw new faith from their activity, "an unshakable defiance of death, which they loathe deeper and deeper the more they witness it" (1, p. 228) .
Does he expect to find these witnesses in religion? Well, not in the religions that erase the hatred of death because he finds these to be despicable and desperate (1, p. 22) . He does not expect to find fellow witnesses among those who want the cheap hopes "that are droned about in religions ad nauseam" (1, p. 127).
He seeks fellow witnesses who do not flatter or whitewash death; witnesses who, like he, find death "as useless and as evil as ever, the basic ill of all existence, the unresolved and the incomprehensible, the knot in which everything has always been tied and caught and that no one has ever dared to chop up" (1, p. 128).
Questions To Palliative Care
Do we have space within palliative care for the "wailing wall of humanity"? Do we have space within palliative care for a hatred and a defiance of death? (Defiance of death here does not mean obstinate technological prolongations of life to the bitter end, no matter what the cost of suffering will be.) There must be space in palliative care for beliefs and faiths of all kinds. Indeed, there has to be, for human beings are so deeply and widely diverse. Yet, will those who refuse to capitulate to any false certitudes about death find themselves at home in palliative care? Is there space within palliative care for those who face death's uncertainties and die fiercely resistant to death? Can we house Canetti-like resistance fighters against death in palliative care?
